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The electric power system is a complex network that
is monitored and controlled by a distributed cybernetwork of human-machine interfaced control systems.
In fact, this distributed cyber network is the backbone
of the modern electric grid and enables highly reliable
guarantees on the generation and distribution of electricity by ensuring distributed information sharing and
processing across the grid. The complexity and size of
the electric network has led to a hierarchical management of the grid wherein data collection, processing,
and control occurs from local utility providers to systems
operators that manage large parts of the network.
These distributed cyber systems (often referred to as
energy management systems, i.e., EMSs) are just as
vulnerable to sophisticated cyberattacks as are
traditional networked information systems; however,
the consequences of such attacks can be much
severe for such critical infrastructure.
In this talk, I will focus on a class of man-in-the-middle
(MitM) attacks that can disrupt real-time data sharing
between two distributed EMSs. Simple controltheoretic models of grid functionalities suggest that
MitM attacks focused on specific cyber processing
units (e.g., state estimation) can be unobservable;
however, the physical consequences of such attacks
on the grid cannot be studied with such simple
models. Specifically, these models do not take into
account the spatio-temporal behavior of EMSs and
the numerous resiliency mechanisms built into the
system including hard-to-model operator behavior.
Using mathematical models for real-time interactions
and data sharing between two distributed EMSs, we
show that for an MitM attack that limits real-time
topology information sharing, operator behavior and
real-time system response determines whether the
attacks consequences can be severe enough to mimic
the Northeast blackout of 2003 or whether the attack
can be detected

